Knowledge, Experience, Family
Midwest Enterprises is a family-run business,
centrally located in Missouri, with the knowledge and
experience to produce high quality, common sense
products that are both easily installed and profitable.

Heavy leaf loads. Pine needles and pollen. Heavy rain storms.
E-Z has a hardworking gutter guard for that.
• Multiple price levels: pick the
level of protection that fits your
gutter, debris, or budget.

Gutter installers nationwide have recognized this

Rest easy, we have
you covered

• Multiple levels of metals:
powder-coated aluminum
or steel, mill-finish or
painted aluminum.

for over 30 years. Our business remains successful

• Multiple levels of mesh screens –
from medium to micro-mesh
• Multiple levels of solid covers –
true solids to patented
reverse louvers

because of our commitment to provide quality and
service to all our customers, both large and small.

If there was only one type of gutter,

With over 20 years in gutter installation, we started

and every application had similar

designing and manufacturing E-Z-Lock® gutter guards

trees, leaves and pollen, then we’d

in 1983. Our products are designed from the installer’s

only need one kind of gutter guard.

viewpoint for E-Z installation. By the 1990’s Midwest

But 30 years in the gutter guard

Enterprises had a dozen patents for gutter protection. We

design and manufacturing business

started our own Powder Coat line in 2000, and expanded

have shown us there are a lot of

with a second line in 2010. We use a proprietary powder

variables—in leaf and debris loads,

that has been designed for maximum durability and to be

1 Wagner Drive
Saint Clair, MO 63077

in rain, snow and ice loads, as well as

the best coated gutter screen product in the U.S.A.

636-629-6484 | 800-748-7736

subtle variations in gutter designs.

put Midwest Enterprises at the top of their field, and with

and re-engineered our gutter

distribution in all 50 states, well-positioned for continued

guard designs until they really did

growth for years to come.

business. There is no other rain
gutter protection designed like
E-Z Gutter Guards. Subtle tweaks
to the leading edges mean higher
performance under heavy rain and
wind. Engineered-in channels and
bends add strength, help water drop
through faster, and help keep the
guards tightly in place, doing their
jobs day and night, through the
toughest of environments.

PREMIUM ALUMINUM
SCREENS

PAINTED PREMIUM
COVERS

E-Z-PRODUCTS
by Midwest Enterprises

email: sales@E-ZGutter.com

The knowledge acquired over these three decades helps

Midwest Enterprises has engineered

become the hardest working in the

POWDER-COATED
STEEL SCREENS

www.E-ZGutter.com
Rainwater rushing off a roof with no
gutters or clogged gutters will create
a constant barrage of rainwater that
can damage your home and
landscape.

THE HARDEST WORKING
GUARDS IN THE BUSINESS

• Water that overflows clogged
rain gutters can erode the soil
outside the foundation and
under your slab, causing a shift
in the weight of your home.
• The rain runoff and the soil
erosion can ruin your plants
and shrubs, and all the extra
water can actually rot roots
and cause harmful mold and
fungus to develop.

E-Z GUARD PROTECTION
FOR EVERY TYPE OF GUTTER AND DEBRIS LOAD

POWDER COATED STEEL SCREENS

E-Z-H/R DELUXE®
Spring tension design holds this gutter
screen in place. Snaps in and out of half
round gutters for easy cleaning. The steel
is .028 and stands tough under a full load
of wet leaves without collapsing. Installs
with a slope toward the front to help
debris slide off.

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS
FOR EVERY TYPE OF GUTTER
AND DEBRIS LOAD
Gutter Guard Lengths

All E-Z-Gutter Guards come in 4-foot lengths
except E-Z-SMOOTH FLOW and E-Z-DUAL FLOW,
which are 6-foot.

Gutter Guard Widths

Our gutters come in a 5 and 6 inch widths. Other
widths available by special order.

Gutter Guard Care

Like all gutter protection products, depending
on your debris type and load, E-Z-Gutter Guards
will require maintenance from time to time, by
brushing off the top of the panels.

E-Z Gutter Patents

E-Z-Lock Regular
Pat. No. 4,907,381
E-Z-Slide
Pat. No. 6,151,837
E-Z-Step Down
Pat. No. 5,893,240
E-Z-Under
Pat. No. 5,893,240
E-Z-Micro Mesh
Pat. No. 5,893,240
E-Z-Leaf Sweep
Pat. No. 7,650,720,
D683,827

E-Z-Leaf Protection
Pat. No. 7,650,720
E-Z-Solid
Pat. No. 7,765,742
E-Z-Smooth Flow
Pat. No. 7,650,720
E-Z-Dual Flow
Pat. No. 7,650,720
E-Z-Master Flow
Pat. No. D770,602
E-Z-Hydroclean
Pat. No. 7,765,742,
9,163,406, 9,650,788
E-Z-H/R Deluxe
Pat. No. 5,893,240
E-Z-H/R Superior
Pat. No. 5,893,240
E-Z-H/R Armor
Pat. No. 6,151,837

• Medium to heavy debris loads with
small-sized holes
• Locks into seamless half round gutters
with hidden hangers
• Low profile front
• Small-hole design keeps 99% of the
debris out of the gutter
• Available only in 6.5” Width, to fit 6”
half round gutters
• Center bead for added strength;
forces rainwater to drop into the
middle of the gutter
• .028 powder-coated expanded
galvanized steel
• Available in black & copper
E-Z to Install:
Locks into half round gutter, without
disturbing the shingles — snaps in and
out for easy cleaning.

E-Z-STEP DOWN®
This design works for every gutter
installation, with spring tension that
holds it in place, while closing the void
under the shingles so debris can’t collect
there. It is one of the few guard systems
available today that snaps in and out for
easy cleaning. The steel is .028 – to stand
tough under a full load of wet leaves without
collapsing – and installs with a slope
toward the front to help debris slide off.
Designed with three 90º “steps” at the
front for greater strength, and to snap
into gutter hem — helping to force water
to track into the gutter, and to reduce the
effects of water-streaks and tiger-striping
across the gutter.
• Medium to heavy debris loads
with small-sized holes
• Stepped-down front for strength,
angle in the back with spring-tension
action for installation without disturbing
the shingles
• .028 powder-coated expanded
galvanized steel
• Small-hole design keeps 99%
of the debris out of the gutter
• Available in black
E-Z to Install:
Locks into gutter without disturbing the
shingles—snaps in / out for easy cleaning.

PREMIUM ALUMINUM SCREENS

E-Z-LOCK® REGULAR
This powder-coated steel gutter screen
is one of the most versatile, with two
different methods of installation.
It can be snapped into the front of the
gutter for quick and easy removal without
disturbing the shingles, or installed under
the shingles and fastened with screws to
the front of the gutter.
• Medium debris load
• .028 Powder-coated expanded
galvanized steel
• Available in black & copper
Two Ways to E-Z Install:
1. Locks into gutter–snaps in and
out for easy cleaning.
2. Screws to front of gutter –
a more permanent method.

Spring tension holds this versatile
powder-coated steel gutter guard in place
– for quick and easy removal without
disturbing the shingles.
• Medium debris loads with
small-sized holes
• .028 powder-coated expanded
galvanized steel
• Available in black
E-Z to Install:
Locks into gutter without disturbing the
shingles—snaps in and out for easy
cleaning. If installing back edge under
shingles, we recommend E-Z Under.

This micro-mesh powder-coated
aluminum screen is great for extreme
environments and coastal applications
that can cause some competitive
products to corrode, and keeps out even
the smallest debris.
Designed with three 90º “steps” at the
front for greater strength, this guard snaps
into the gutter hem, helping to force water
to track into the gutter, while reducing the
effects of water-streaks and tiger-striping
across the gutter. The center beads also
add strength, while helping keep water
from surface tensioning across the screen.
The angled back edge holds tight by
locking into hidden gutter hangers.
• Heaviest debris loads with the smallest
possible holes
• Locks into hidden hangers and
does not disturb shingles
• Powder–coated micro–mesh aluminum
• Two center beads for added strength
• Available in black
E-Z to Install:
Locks into the gutter—snaps in and out
for easy cleaning.

E-Z-H/R SUPERIOR®
This micro-mesh powder-coated
aluminum screen is great for extreme
environments and keeps out the smallest
debris. This guard locks into half round
gutter, forcing water to track into the
gutter. The angled back edge holds tight
by locking into hidden gutter hangers.
• Heaviest debris loads with the
smallest possible holes
• Powder–coated micro–mesh aluminum
• Locks into seamless half round gutters
with hidden hangers
• Low profile front
• Does not disturb shingles
• Available only in 6.5” Width, to fit 6”
half round gutter
• Center bead for added strength;
forces rainwater to drop into the
middle of the gutter
• Available in black
E-Z to Install:
Locks into 6” seamless half round gutters
without disturbing the shingles—snaps in
and out for easy cleaning.

E-Z-UNDER®
This is the strongest line of screen on the
market today. This simple profile is made
of powder-coated steel with small-sized
holes and stands up great under heavy
debris and snow loads.
The screen with its reverse bend is
fastened to the front of the gutter with
screws, and installs under the shingles for
a very strong system.

E-Z-LOCK® SMALL HOLE

E-Z-MICRO MESH®

• Medium to heavy debris loads
with small-sized holes
• Fits under shingles and fastens
with screws to gutter front
• Also used for spike and ferrule systems
and shop-made half round gutter
• .028 Powder-coated expanded
galvanized steel
• Available in black & copper
E-Z to Install:
Screws onto gutter, installs between
shingles. Also fastens to front bead of
shop-made half round gutter.

E-Z-SPEED SCREEN®
E-Z-DROP IN®
Our entry-level mill-finish aluminum has
a solid aluminum front edge that is
micro-crimped for a strong product that
will not come apart. It works well in light
debris loads.
• Light debris load with
medium-sized holes
• Screws into gutter front, slides
under first row of shingles
• Mill-finish aluminum
E-Z to Install:
Screws to the front of the gutter —
a more permanent method.

It has a solid aluminum front edge and a
strengthening solid strip at the rear and
installs with a spring tension to hold it in
place. This light-duty mill-finish aluminum
guard works well in light debris loads.
• Light debris load with
medium-sized holes
• Speed screen snaps into the gutter
and does not disturb the shingles
• Mill-finish aluminum
E-Z to Install:
Locks into gutter – snaps in and out for
easy cleaning.

PAINTED ALUMINUM COVERS

E-Z-HYDRO CLEAN™
A solid gutter protection system, that
uses our patented multiple front radius
curves for our lowest profile. It just snaps
into the gutter with our exclusive positive
lock system that uses no fasteners and
doesn’t disturb the shingles.
This solid guard allows the water to
track around the front curve (by surface
tension) and into the gutter through
slots. There are also pre-cut miters, with
diverters, for inside and outside corners,
plus pre-made endcaps.

E-Z-HYDRO CLEAN
HIGH CAPACITY®
The perforations work hard to channel
away excess rainwater on long runs
of standard shingles, very steep roofs,
and metal roofs. 5” guards, have 3 rows
of perforations, guards for 6” and 7”
gutters have 6 rows to handle even
greater volumes.
The panels just snap into the gutter
with our exclusive positive lock system,
uses no fasteners, and don’t disturb the
shingles. There are also pre-cut miters,
with diverters, for inside and outside
corners, plus pre-made endcaps.
• High-capacity panels for heavy rain
volume areas
• Maximum debris load
• Patented multiple-radius front curves
• Heavy-duty .027 aluminum
• Does not disturb shingles
• Positive lock system snaps in and out
of gutter for easy maintenance
• For 5″, 6″ and 7″ gutters with
hidden hangers
• Accessories available
• Professionally-stamped endcaps to
keep animals and pests out of gutters
• Pre-cut 4’ long inside and
outside miters
• Available in white, black, royal brown
musket brown, clay, terra bronze,
colonial gray & copper
• Special order colors available
E-Z to Install:
It just snaps into the gutter, snaps out
for easy cleaning, uses no fasteners and
doesn’t disturb the shingles when installed.

E-Z-LEAF PROTECTION®
This cover installs installs between the
shingles and fastens to the top front edge
of the gutter with stainless-steel screws
(provided).
This guard, when installed, is very strong
for maximum debris and snow load, and,
combined with our exclusive recessed
louvers, assists debris to sweep over the
front. The front drip edge helps eliminate
water streaks and tiger striping.
• Maximum debris load, including
pine needles and oak pollen
• Designed for hangers with the
built-in screws
• Built-in drip edge reduces water
streaks and tiger striping
• Heaviest water load
• Perforated painted .019″ Aluminum
with 7 rows of patented recessed louvers
• Installs into shingles
• Available in white, clay, royal brown,
black & copper

E-Z-SLIDE®
This cover works with all gutter systems,
and installs between shingles, fastening
into the top front of the gutter with
stainless zip screws (provided). It features
6 rows of our patented reverse-louvers,
and bends to conform to the pitch of the
roof and the fall of the gutter. Water drops
into the gutter and debris slides over the
front of the gutter.
• Medium debris load
• A perforated cover that “slides”
between the starter and 1st row
of shingles
• Perforated painted .019″ aluminum
with 6 rows of patented reverse louvers
• Works well with spikes and ferrules
• Available in white, clay, royal brown
& black
E-Z to Install:
Screws to the front of the gutter—
a more permanent method.

E-Z-H/R ARMOR®
This heavy-duty louvered cover is the
only one that locks into 6″ half round
gutter with hidden hangers. With the
special front 90 degree bends, these
panels install with spring tension.
• Maximum debris load
• The only louvered cover for seamless
half-round gutters that installs with
spring tension
• Perforated painted .019″ aluminum
with 6 rows of patented reverse louvers
• Locks into seamless half round gutters
with hidden hangers
• Low profile front
• Available only in 6.5″ wide,
to fit 6″ half round gutter
• Available in black & copper
E-Z to Install:
Locks into 6” seamless half round
hangers without disturbing the shingles—
snaps in and out for easy cleaning.

E-Z to Install:
Screws to the front of the gutter—
a more permanent method.

E-Z-DUAL FLOW®
This effective and simple-to-install
aluminum gutter guard recesses into
the gutter and fastens to the front with
stainless steel screws (provided). With
thousands of holes, the rain water passes
through the canals, making it E-Z for air
flow to dry the debris and blow it away.
With an elevated rear, E-Z Dual Flow®
slopes to the recessed front, for use with
screw type hangers.
•
•
•
•

Maximum debris load
Fastens to the front with screws
Heaviest water load
Canals allow E-Z air flow, letting
debris dry and blow away
• Solid perforated painted .019″ aluminum
• Does not disturb shingles
• Available in white, mill finish & black
E-Z to Install:
Lay E-Z-Dual Flow in gutter and screw to
front hem of gutter.

E-Z-LEAF SWEEP®

E-Z-SOLID

®

This solid guard allows the water to track
around the front (by surface tension) and
into the gutter, while forcing debris to fly
off. The clips install first and maintain a
consistent gap along the leading edge, so
water tracks around the patented-design
multiple radius curve and into the gutter.
It also features a perforated bend line
where the metal meets the roof. We also
supply diverters for use in valleys.

This heavy-duty cover rests on the back
of the hidden hanger (even the screwtype hangers) and fastens to the top front
edge of the gutter with stainless-steel
screws (provided).
This guard is elevated in the rear so the
product slopes toward the front, and,
combined with our exclusive recessed
louvers, assists debris to sweep over the
front. The front drip edge helps eliminate
water streaks and tiger striping.

• Maximum debris load
• Solid painted .019 aluminum with a
patented multiple radius front curve
• No holes
• An ultra-low 3/4” tall profile guard that
fits between the starter and 1st row of
shingles without re-hanging the gutter
• Available in white, black, royal brown,
musket brown, clay, terra bronze,
colonial gray & copper
• Special order colors available

• Maximum debris load, including pine
needles and oak pollen
• Designed for heavy duty hangers
with the built-in screws
• Heaviest water load
• Built-in drip edge reduces water
streaks and tiger-striping
• Perforated painted .019″ aluminum
with 7 rows of patented recessed louvers
• Does not disturb shingles
• Available in white, clay, royal brown,
black & copper

E-Z to Install:
Fastens with special stainless steel clips
and screws to the front of the gutter.

E-Z to Install:
Screws to the front of the gutter —
a more permanent method.

E-Z-MASTER FLOW®
This effective and simple-to-install
aluminum gutter guard has our highest
level of engineering to date — with
perforations and an arched rear, this
recessed cover works with both types of
hangers. The arched rear assists debris
forward and water downward through the
perforated holes.
• Maximum debris load
• Snaps into the gutter — no fasteners
needed
• Notched for overlap
• Heaviest water load
• Arched rear helps water
flow downward
• Solid perforated painted .019″ aluminum
• Does not disturb shingles
• Available in white, mill finish & black
E-Z to Install:
Lay E-Z-Master Flow in the gutter, push
the cover towards the rear until the front
snaps under the gutter hem.

E-Z-SMOOTH FLOW®
This effective and simple-to-install
aluminum gutter guard recesses into
the gutter and fastens to the front with
stainless steel screws (provided). With
thousands of holes, the rain water
passes through the canals, making it
E–Z for air flow to dry the debris and
blow it away.
•
•
•
•

Maximum debris load
Fastens to the front with screws
Heaviest water load
Canals allow e-z air flow, letting
debris dry and blow away
• Solid perforated painted .019 aluminum
• Does not disturb shingles
• Available in white, mill finish, & black
E-Z to Install:
Lay E-Z-Smooth Flow in gutter and screw
to front hem of gutter.

